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Introduction

This booklet has three sections:

Why teach fire and burn prevention?

• Lesson Plans. This section includes all steps in the
lesson cycle.

Each year during the past decade, about 150 Texans have
died in fires. The State Fire Marshal’s Office is
committed to reducing this alarming statistic. Analysis
of fire statistics shows that the vast majority of fires –
and the resulting fire deaths – could have been
prevented. Regretfully, most people do not know or
practice even simple actions that can prevent fires and
burns.

• Teacher Materials. This section includes all teaching
aids and tests.
• Student Materials – Duplicating Masters. This
section includes master copies of materials to be used
by students.

The State Fire Marshal’s Office believes the key to reducing
fires and fire deaths is education. Fire safety education
has traditionally been concentrated in elementary
school observances of Fire Prevention Week. While
these observances can produce effective results,
thoughtful analysis of the fire problem and fire safety
educational programs shows that a more
comprehensive, age-appropriate approach to fire safety
education can multiply its benefits.

General Objectives: To acquire basic knowledge
of fire and burn hazards
To develop a basic understanding of simple injury
reduction
To continue parent involvement

Essential Elements: The student will be provided
opportunities to:

Recognizing the limits of classroom instruction time, the State
Fire Marshal’s Office has examined the Texas
essential elements of instruction to determine the
most appropriate topics with which to integrate fire
prevention and fire safety. Teachers from across the
state have provided feedback on topics appropriate
for each grade level, kindergarten through high
school.

§75.25 (b) 2C. observe properties of objects, organisms, and
events in the environment.
§75.25 (b) 3B. classify objects, organisms, actions, and
events from the environment according to similarities
and differences.
§75.25 (b) 4B. describe objects, organisms, and events from
the environment.

The result of this extensive research is "Fire Safety for
Texans," a series of curriculum guides teaching fire
and burn prevention. Each grade-level program has
been coordinated with essential elements in that
grade and with the unique specific fire safety needs of
that age group. The lesson plans have been field
tested in classrooms across the state. On average,
students who have been taught using these materials
score 26 percent higher than students in control
groups.

§75.25 (b) 4D. record data and interpret the arrangement of
data on picture graphs, bar graphs, and maps.
§75.25 (b) 5B. compare temperature of objects.
§75.25 (b) 6D. draw conclusions from observed data.
§75.25 (b) 7B. relate objects and activities to daily life
§75.25 (b) 7C. relate science to careers.
§75.26 (b) 1C. recognize hazards in the environment, and
acquire knowledge and skills needed to avoid injury
and to prevent accidents

As you use this guide, you and teachers in other grade levels
will be part of a continuum of fire safety education
spanning all grades. The State Fire Marshal’s Office
believes this continuum will help create a generation
of Texans who will be fire-safety aware. In turn, all
Texans can benefit from a decrease in the number of
needless fire deaths and an increase in safer homes
and worksites – a benefit we all deserve.

§75.26 (b) 1D. recognize negative affects of tobacco
§75.26 (b) 2B. recognize the health of the family depends
upon contributions of each of its members
§75.26 (b) 3. recognize interdependence of people and the
environment, and recognize personal responsibility for
protecting the environment.

This Booklet

§75.29 (b) 4B. identify school and community rules (laws)

This booklet, "Fire Safety: Any Time, Any Place," is
specifically designed for first-grade students. The
following sections give specific information on the
essential elements applicable to fire and burn
prevention and on the age-specific needs of firstgrade students related to fires and burns. You will also

§75.29 (b) 4C. identify authority figures in ... community

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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to school and community
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Science Content: content from the sciences that shall be
emphasized at the grade level shall include:

masters. Photocopy, then use the photocopy as
directed.

Life Science

Pre-Test and Post-Test: conduct the pre-test prior to
presenting the first lesson and the post-test following
the fifth lesson.

1.1 basic needs and life processes
1.6 ecology ... interdependence of living things.

Teacher's Note on Closure Activities: Some activities
included in the closure phase of the lesson cycle may
be effectively used in the next lesson's focus activity.

1.7 application of life science to careers and everyday life.

Background: Age Profile

Key To Icons: The following icons can be used to easily

Stage of industry vs. inferiority, which means the child needs
opportunities to maximize her successes and to
minimize and correct failures. She will work hard to
receive recognition and improve skills.

identify activities in the lesson plans:
Lesson objectives

Areas of development include neuromuscular and social. The
child is developing many new physical skills, both
gross and fine motor skills. He is making a social
move from the home into peer groups and school. He
is developing his own self-attitudes and seeks
significant human relationships.

Focus and closure
Creative group activity, including role playing

The child is moving into the concrete operational state, which
means he can solve a variety of problems but needs
concrete objects to solve those problems. He must be
active in the instructional process, and activities and
materials must be relevant to the child's life or
environment. Instruction will be more effective if it
involves both the affective and cognitive domains.

Lecture
Demonstration
Group problem-solving activity

The first-grader is interested in social, occupational and civic
matters. She is becoming able to move from the
simple to complex, concrete to abstract,
undifferentiated to differentiated, discrete to
organized.

Answering questions
Guest presenter

Fire And Burn Hazards

Investigation or research

Curiosity about fires – playing with matches and lighters,
candles, fireplace, heaters, other locations where the
child can observe a flame; overconfidence in dealing
with fires.

Creative writing activity

Scalds – cooking; tap water; hot foods, especially heated
sweet foods.

Cut-and-paste activity

Appliances – cooking at stoves or with microwave ovens,
especially unsupervised; overconfidence in using
appliances, such as irons, toasters, etc.

Group discussion
Drawing, artwork or illustration

Clothing ignition – playing with matches; flammable clothing
and costumes; walking or sleeping too close to heater
or other open flame; not knowing how to reduce injury.
Outdoor hazards – campfires and barbecues; mini-bikes and
lawn mowers; fireworks; high-tension wires.
Other – flammable liquids; fire caused by parents' smoking;
injury from smoke and fire gases; knowing how to
escape from fire.
Teacher's Note On Materials: Illustrations and activity
sheets in this booklet are intended to serve as

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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Lesson Plans

Teacher: "Here are the three parts: oxygen, fuel and heat. If
we take away any one of these elements, the fire will
be put out, or it won't start at all. (Demonstrate
removing one part.)

LESSON ONE:

Things That Burn
(Or Could Burn
You!)

Continue discussion to define three elements.
Teacher: "Let's discuss oxygen first. Where does oxygen
come from? (The air.) How can we take oxygen away
from a fire? (Covering up the fire.) The next element is
fuel. Let's name some things that can be fuel for a
fire? What kinds of things burn?"

Goal: To develop an understanding of objects that burn or
could cause burns

Objectives: The student will:

Accept all reasonable answers. Be sure clothes, wood,
furniture, gasoline, food and paper are listed.
Reinforce recognition of items that will and will not
burn.

• identify three elements of fire triangle *25(b)2C
• list and classify things that do and do not burn
*25(b)3B,5B

Teacher: "Now let's look at heat. What kinds of objects create
heat? (Include matches and lighters; stoves and
heaters; electrical appliances, especially toasters,
heaters, light bulbs, curlers.) Many objects that we
named are electrical. How can we identify an electrical
object? (By power cord.) Remember that if you see an
item with an electrical cord, it might be hot so stay
away."

• distinguish electrical objects, a potential heat source,
as having cords *25(b)3B,4B

Materials: Pre-tests (p. 13-14, questions on p. 12); three
element labels OXYGEN, FUEL and HEAT (p. 15);
"Will It Burn?" activity sheets (p. 29); scissors; glue.
Enrichment: small samples of cloth, paper, wood,
metal, rocks, etc.; construction paper; glue.

Guided Practice: Have students identify and

Focus: Administer pre-test.

classify items in the room that will and will not burn.
Expand discussion to include items found in the home.
Have students identify electrical objects in the
classroom and describe as having power cords.

Introduce lesson as being about fire. Use three students to
create a triangle, with one lying on the floor and two
standing, leaning to touch heads or shoulders.
Teacher: "During the next week, we will be learning about fire,
about what we need to know to be safe from fire any
time, any place. We will learn about how fires can
start, what kinds of objects burn and can start fires,
and what we can do to keep from being hurt by fires
and burns. We'll also learn ways that we can get our
families involved in preventing fires. Let's begin by
looking at what fire is. To help us learn about the three
elements of fire, let's build a triangle. (Form the
student triangle.) Our triangle is special. Each person
depends on the other to keep the triangle together.
What would happen if we took out one person? (The
triangle would fall apart.) Now, let's look at how this
triangle relates to a fire."

Independent Practice: Distribute "Will It Burn?"
activity sheet, scissors and glue. Have student cut
apart pictures of objects, classify as "Fuel" or "Not
Fuel" and glue in appropriate section.

Reteaching: Review concepts of hot and cold, and focus
on identifying objects that can become hot.

Enrichment: In addition to or instead of
completing "Will It Burn?" activity sheet, create a
similar collage of sample objects on construction
paper.

Presentation Of Content: Continue using

Closure: Have students build a fire triangle using

student triangle.

other students or construction paper, then have them
show and describe how to stop fire by removing a part
of the triangle. Have students describe the heat and
fuel sources in the triangle they create.

Teacher: Scientists and fire experts look at fire like a triangle.
This is because three elements are needed to make a
fire. 'Element' is a word used by scientists to mean a
part."

Teacher: "This has been a good beginning for our study about
fire. In the next lesson, we will learn about two
important ways we can keep from being burned."

Tape a sign label to each person in the triangle.

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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"But when a match is used by a child, matches are always
dangerous. So here is your first important job: If you
see a match, your job is to tell an adult right away.

LESSON TWO:

Important Ways
To Prevent
Fires

Hold up cigarette puppet.
Teacher: "Your second important job is about cigarettes.
Many adults smoke cigarettes, but cigarettes can also
be very dangerous. A cigarette is very hot and can
start a fire if it touches any kind of fuel. What kinds of
fuel might catch fire from a cigarette? (Clothes,
furniture, curtains, sheets, carpet)

Goal: To focus on two common ways that young children are
burned and to encourage an understanding of the fire
department's role in prevention

• describe or illustrate matches as tools for adults
*26(b)1C

"Sadly, many adults don't pay attention while they are
smoking cigarettes. So here is your second job: If you
know or live with an adult who smokes, be a watcher.
Tell the adult to use a large ashtray and to never
smoke in bed. Help them watch out for cigarettes that
have fallen on the floor or furniture."

• describe or illustrate need for smokers to have
watchers *25(b)7B, 26(b)1D

Have students repeat aloud several times, "Smokers need
watchers."

Objectives: The student will:

• describe fire fighter as community helper who helps
prevent fires and who puts out fires *25(b)7C,
29(b)4C, **1.7

Guided Practice: Have students list tools that
they use (paper, pencils, crayons, scissors, glue).
Write list on blackboard for discussion. Have them list
tools for use only by adults (matches, lighters, power
tools, electrical appliances). Discuss what might
happen if children were to use tools for adults (have
an accident, start a fire, break the tool).

Materials: Fire fighter, matches and cigarette cutouts (p.
16) mounted on sticks to make puppets; drawing
paper and crayons AND/OR writing paper and pencils.

Focus: Introduce Fire Fighter puppet to introduce
lesson.

Independent Practice: Distribute drawing

Teacher (pretending to be a fire fighter):"Hi, I'm your Friendly
Fire Fighter. I work for the fire department. The fire
department is very important in our city. Most people
think our only job is to put out fires and help rescue
people. But we have another job that is just as
important. We also help prevent fires. Today I'm going
to tell you about two important things that you need to
know about preventing fires."

and/or writing paper with crayons and/or pencils. Have
students draw a picture or write a short story to
illustrate one of the two rules:
• Matches are tools for adults. If I see a match, I will tell
an adult.
• Smokers need watchers.

Reteaching: Let students use puppets and props

Presentation Of Content: Use Friendly Fire

to make up stories about match or cigarette safety.

Fighter, matches and cigarette puppets to tell the
following stories.

Enrichment: Post student stories and pictures, and invite
other class(es) to visit; OR have students visit other
classes to share their pictures and stories.

Teacher: "I'm going to tell you about two important jobs that
you have that can help prevent fires. The first is about
matches, which are very important tools for adults.
What is a tool? (An object you use to do a job) What
are some kinds of tools we use? (Accept all
reasonable answers.)

Closure: Have students share their pictures and
stories with the class. Restate two jobs: to stay away
from matches because matches are tools for adults
and to help watch smokers. Have students repeat
aloud "Smokers need watchers."

"One of the most wonderful tools ever invented was the
match. (Hold up match puppet) A match is a tool used
by adults to do many jobs. Some are very serious
jobs, like turning on a heater and starting the stove.
Some jobs seem more fun, like lighting candles on a
birthday cake.
State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans

Teacher: "In our next lesson, we will learn about being
prepared to get out safely in case of fire."
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• Smoke rises, so ... I should crawl or stay close to the
ground while getting out of a smoke-filled room or
whenever I hear the smoke alarm.

LESSON THREE:

Getting Out
Alive

• To warn others about fire, I should ... yell "Fire!" or
blow a whistle (or other kind of warning that my family
has agreed on) while I'm crawling out of the fire.

Goal: To develop understanding of warnings, exit drills and
emergency evacuations

• The fire might block the way out of my bedroom,
so ... I should know another way out of my room, like
the back stairs, a window or a back door.

Objectives: The student will:

• Everyone at school should know how to get out
safely in case of fire, so ... we have fire exit drills
and everyone should know the rules for fire exit drills.
(Review rules for fire exit drills.)

• identify smoke detector as warning to get out
*26(b)1C
• demonstrate yelling and other signals to warn others
*26(b)1C

• Running during fire exit drills could hurt someone,
so ... we must all walk calmly and follow the rules for
fire exit drills.

• demonstrate and describe crawling in suspected
smoke or fire situation because smoke rises *25(b)2C,
26(b)1C, **1.1

Alternative answers might be acceptable on some sentence
starters. Discuss other suggestions as appropriate.

• draw map of home with two ways out for everyone
*25(b)4D

Guided Practice: Distribute "I Am Safe Because

• state steps and rules for school exit drill *26(b)1C,
29(b)4B

..." sentence-matching activity sheet. Read sentences
listing actions and reasons. Match actions with
reasons.

Materials: Cause and effect matching sentence strips, (p.
17); Fire Safety Sentence Starters (p. 18), reproduced
on a poster or overhead transparency; "I Am Safe
Because ..." sentence-matching activity sheet (p. 30);
map grid activity sheet (p. 31).

Independent Practice: Distribute map grid
sheet. Have students draw rough map of their homes
and mark two ways out from all rooms. May be
assigned as homework to encourage parent
participation.

Focus: Distribute cause and effect matching
sentence strips. Have one student read a strip with a
star (a cause statement) and have another student
read a strip with a triangle (an effect statement). Note
that the results should be humorous. Continue
matching the remaining cause and effect statements.

Reteaching: Have students practice two scenarios:
• Hearing alarm in school (stopping activities and quietly
lining up).

Teacher: "These sentences have been really fun. But fire
safety is very serious. When we talk about the effect
of something that happens, we can understand better
that sometimes we can do things to make ourselves –
and those around us – more safe."

• Hearing smoke detector at home (crawling and yelling
FIRE).

Enrichment: Have students draw map of school
to show exit routes from classroom, library, cafeteria,
restrooms and gym.

Presentation Of Content: Display Fire Safety
Sentence Starters. Read each sentence starter, and
discuss the sentence endings below to introduce and
reinforce the need to have effective fire warning
systems and evacuation plans. Have the children act
out any of the sentence starters and endings for
reinforcement.

Closure: Review maps completed by students.
Restate rules for exit drill in school.
Teacher: "In our next lesson, we will learn more about what to
do in case of fire. We'll also learn what to do if
someone is burned."

• I may not smell smoke while I am sleeping, so ...
my house should have a smoke detector, which can
warn my family about smoke while we're sleeping.

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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the burn under cool water helps remove the heat and
stops the burning process.

LESSON FOUR:

First Aid

• If no adult is available in an emergency situation, you
may be responsible for calling for help. Memorize
9-1-1 or the local emergency telephone number in
areas not on 9-1-1 systems.

Goal: To practice basic injury reduction skills for burns and to
continue study of emergency response

Objectives: The student will:

Guided Practice: Have students practice all three
reactions. Hold up the Red Hot puppet while
describing the situation and ask students to
demonstrate or act out the appropriate response. Hold
up the Calm and Cool puppet when students have
responded correctly. Recite the emergency number
several times and ask for student recitations.

• demonstrate and describe rolling to put out clothes fire
*26(b)1C, **1.1
• demonstrate cooling a burn with cool water *25(b)5B,
26(b)1C, **1.1
• memorize emergency telephone number *26(b)1C

Materials: "Red Hot" and "Calm and Cool" cutouts (p. 19)

Independent Practice: Distribute "Always

mounted to sticks to make puppets; "Always Calm and
Cool" matching activity sheet (p. 32)

Calm and Cool" matching activity sheet. Have
students match the pictures of Red Hot situations to
appropriate Calm and Cool reactions.

Focus: Introduce Red Hot and Calm and Cool
puppets as symbols for the need to be prepared in an
emergency.

Reteaching: Have students continue practice
situations with direct guidance. Ask students to
describe their actions, as well as acting them out.

Teacher: "We have been learning about how fires start and
what we can do if there is a fire emergency. Today,
we are going to continue learning about what to do in
an emergency. Here are two new friends to help us.
(Show Red Hot and Calm and Cool. Relate to H and C
symbols on water faucets.)

Enrichment: Have students write a short creative
story about one of the skills practiced.

Presentation Of Content: Continue

Closure: Have students name the emergency

presentation using puppets.

situation while other students act out or describe the
response.

Teacher: "Tell me how you think you would feel in an
emergency, say, if you were burned? (Scared,
excited, nervous) Let's imagine that our Red Hot
puppet stands for those feelings. When you feel that
way, it's hard to think of how you should act. So we're
going to learn three things that you can do if you're
burned or need to call for help. By knowing what to do,
you can feel less scared and excited. That will help
you be Calm and Cool, like this puppet."

Teacher: "In our last lesson on fire safety, we will hear a new
story about the City Mouse and Country Mouse. They
will help us learn how the city and country both have
special ways of being safe from fire."
LESSON FIVE:

Homes Are
Special

Let students express reactions. Then give the
following three situations and reactions, showing the
Red Hot puppet for the situation and Calm and Cool
for the reactions:

Goal: To develop an appreciation for preventing fires at
home, including forests and fields that are homes for
animals

• If your clothes catch fire, you should roll on the ground
to smother the fire. Touching the ground takes the
oxygen away from the fire, so roll several times.

Objectives: The student will:

• If you are burned, you should put the burn under cool
water. Running cool tap water over the burn or placing

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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• identify home and community as city or rural and
types of related fire risk *25(b)6D, 29(b)5A, **1.6

Independent Practice: Distribute "How Safe Is

• encourage parents to conduct home inspection using
provided checklist *25(b)7B, 26(b)1C,2B

My Home?" home inspection checklist for students to
take home.

MATERIALS: Illustrations of city and rural areas (p. 20); story
"Fire Safety for the City Mouse and the Country
Mouse" (p. 21); City Mouse and Country Mouse
cutouts (p. 22) mounted on sticks to make puppets;
"Homes Are Special" classification activity sheet (p.
33); "How Safe Is My Home?" home inspection
checklist (p. 34); student participation certificates (p.
23); post-tests (pp. 24-25, questions p. 12)

Teacher: "This checklist is a guide that you can use with your
parents to look for things in your home that might
cause fires or burns. It's very helpful for everyone in
your home to learn about what you have learned
during this unit. This list tells your parents the things
that you have learned, plus some additional items that
they might want to check in your home. Each person
who brings back this checklist signed by a parent or
guardian will receive a special certificate."

Focus: Show illustrations of city and rural areas.

Reteaching: Have students write or dictate letters

Have students identify differences and similarities of
city and rural environments. (Similarities: houses,
streets, place where people live and work.
Differences: rural has more trees and brush, city has
houses and other buildings close together; city has more
streets.)

to their parents about fire safety. The letters might
include a request for parent participation in
recognizing special fire hazards.

Enrichment: Have students clip magazine

Teacher: During this unit, we have been learning about fire
and how we can work to stay safe. In this lesson, we
learn more about keeping our home safe. First, we'll
look at different kinds of homes. Then, we'll learn how
to check out our own homes with the help of our
parents or other adults."

pictures of city and rural scenes and make a collage
showing the two classifications.

Closure: Ask students about their experiences with
the home inspection. Present certificates to students
who return home inspection checklists.

Presentation Of Content: Use City Mouse and

Administer post-test.

Country Mouse puppets to illustrate the presentation.
Have students read or act out the story. Review the
traditional story of the City Mouse and the Country
Mouse if students are not familiar with the story.
Teacher: "The story of the City Mouse and the Country
Mouse tells us a lot about how people live differently
in different areas. Do you think that there are any
differences between people who live in the city and
those who live in the country in how they plan for fire
safety? (Accept all reasonable answers.) This new
story about the City Mouse and the Country Mouse
tells us about some of those differences."
Read the story as students use the puppets as props.

Guided Practice: Distribute "Homes Are Special"
classification activity sheet. Have students classify
statements as applicable to city or country area by
circling the correct object (building for city or tree for
country). To reinforce awareness of their own
environment, have students draw pictures of their own
homes in the proper settings.

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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Teacher Supplemental Materials

Questions for Pre-Test and Post-Test
Use with Lesson One, Page 6, and Lesson Five, Pages 9-10. Read each question aloud and instruct the students
to fill in the bubble on the appropriate picture on the test sheet.
1. It is important to know what will make a fire. Scientists call these items the elements of fire. Fill in the
bubble on the left picture if the elements of fire are heat and fuel (something that will burn). Fill in the
bubble on the right picture if the elements of fire are heat, fuel (something that will burn) and oxygen (or
air).
2. To prevent fires, we need to know what kinds of objects will burn. Fill in the bubble on the left picture if
you think those are objects that will burn. Fill in the bubble on the right picture if you think those are
objects that will burn.
3. Electrical appliances, like this toaster, cause many burns. What is the easy way to tell if something is an
electric appliance. Fill in the bubble on the left picture if you can tell by looking for a cord and plug. Fill in
the bubble on the right picture if you can see a flame or fire in an electric appliance.
4. A match has a special purpose. Fill in the bubble on the left picture if you think a match is a tool for
adults, like a hammer. Fill in the bubble on the right picture if you think a match is a toy for children, like
a ball and bat.
5. Smoking cigarettes can cause fires. Which one of these is an important rule in stopping fires from
cigarettes? Fill in the bubble on the left picture if you think that only fire fighters can prevent fires caused
by cigarettes. Fill in the bubble on the right picture if you think that being sure that someone, even you,
is always watching the person who smokes is a good way to help prevent fires.
6. Imagine that a house is on fire. What is the fastest way to warn the people in the house that the house is
on fire. Fill in the bubble on the left picture if sending a fire truck is the fastest way to warn about the fire.
Fill in the bubble on the right picture if you think that fastest way to warn about fires is to have a smoke
alarm in the house.
7. Fires cause smoke, which can be very dangerous. What happens to smoke in a house? Fill in the
bubble on the left picture if you think smoke sinks to the floor. Fill in the bubble on the right picture if you
think smoke rises to the top of the room.
8. Which one of these sentences is true about getting out of your bedroom in case of a fire in your house?
Fill in the bubble on the left picture if you think that it is always safe to just go out of your bedroom room
like you normally do. Fill in the bubble on the right picture if you think that you should know how to get
out of the window in case there's too much smoke or heat outside your door.
9. What should you do first if you accidentally burn your hand on an iron? Fill in the bubble on the left
picture if you should first run cool water over the burn. Fill in the bubble on the right picture if you think
you should go to the doctor's office first.
10. When one house catches on fire, there is always a danger that it will spread to houses nearby. Which
one of these neighborhoods would be in more danger if one house catches on fire? Fill in the bubble on
the left picture if you think that houses in the country, where they are far apart, are in more danger. Fill in
the bubble on the right picture if you think that houses in the city, where they are very close together, are
in more danger.

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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Name __________________________________________________________________________________
PRE-TEST
First Grade: Fire Safety: Any Time, Any Place
1.

2.

3.

4.

O

O

5.

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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6.

7.

O

8.

9.

10.

Teacher: Use prior to beginning Lesson One, Page 6. Duplicate for student use. Use questions on Page 12.

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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Three Element Labels

OXYGEN
FUEL
HEAT
Teacher: Use with Lesson One, Page 6. Photocopy, then cut apart. Mount on tag board, if desired.

State Fire Marshal’s Office: Fire Safety For Texans
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Fire Fighter, Match and Cigarette Cutouts

Teacher: Use with Lesson Two, Page 7. Copy, cut out and mount on craft stick to make puppet. Color and mount on tag board if desired.
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Cause And Effect Matching Sentence Strips

The squirrel crossed
the road ...
The clown jumped
out of the car ...
The dancer leapt in the air ...
and ran up a tree.
and fell on his face.
and danced on his toes.
Teacher: Use with Lesson Three, Page 8. Copy, clip apart; and distribute to students.
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Fire Safety Sentence Starters

I may not smell smoke while I am
sleeping, so ...
Smoke rises, so ...
To warn others about fire, I should ...
The fire might block the way out of my
bedroom, so ...
Everyone at school should know how
to get out safely in case of fire, so ...
Running during fire exit drills could
hurt someone, so ...

Teacher: Use with Lesson Three, Page 8. Reproduce on a poster or overhead transparency
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"Red Hot" and "Calm and Cool"

Teacher: Use with Lesson Four, Page 9. Copy, cut out, and mount on craft stick to make puppet. Color and mount on tag board, if desired.
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City and Country
Illustrations of city (town, urban) and country (rural) areas

Teacher: Use with Lesson Five, Pages 9-10. Copy, and cut apart. Color and mount on tag board, if desired.
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Fire Safety For the City Mouse and the Country Mouse
like his cousin, the City Mouse. He also helped his
friends make fire exit plans and have fire exit drills
in their homes. The Country Mouse told his
neighbors to learn about fire safety. He knew that if
a fire started in one house, it could spread quickly
to the nearby trees and grass. By preventing fires
in his home, he knew that he was helping the
forest and his neighbors.

Once upon a time, there were two mice who
were cousins. One mouse lived in the city, and one
mouse lived in the country. Their lives were very
different, but they were also very much alike. Both
mice knew how important fire safety is. Each
mouse tried to keep his house safe from fire.
The City Mouse lived in a house on a busy
street. There were many houses in his
neighborhood. There were also many people (and
mice, too). Each house had a smoke alarm and a
fire extinguisher. All the people had fire exit plans
and held exit drills in their homes. Because the
houses were close together, the City Mouse told
his neighbors to learn about fire safety. He knew
that if a fire started in one house, it could spread
quickly to other houses. By preventing fires in his
home, he knew that he was helping his whole
neighborhood.

The fire department in the Country Mouse's
town was made up of volunteers, people who were
not paid to be fire fighters. When there was a fire,
the volunteer fire fighters were called from their
jobs to go to the fire. Because many homes did not
have fire hydrants nearby, the fire department had
special trucks to carry water to the fires. The fire
fighters knew how to put out fires in buildings.
They also knew how to battle wildfires, which are
fires in forests and meadows. Wildfires are very
dangerous, especially where there are many trees
and hills. Fire moves quickly up hills and jumps
from tree to tree.

The City Mouse enjoyed living in the city.
The fire department had many stations, with one
right down the street. Fire fighters stayed at the
station all the time, day and night. They could go to
a fire right away whenever they were called. That
helped the City Mouse feel safe.

Like many people who live in the country,
the Country Mouse had to take his trash to a
landfill. (He did not want to burn it, as many people
did, because that might cause a wildfire.)
Sometimes, it was more difficult to live in the
country. But the Country Mouse enjoyed the trees
and other animals so much that he was very
happy.

Living in the city was also easy. There were
many fire hydrants where the fire department got
water to fight fires. The city garbage workers
picked up trash and rubbish often. Yes, the City
Mouse was very happy in the city.

The City Mouse and the Country Mouse live
in places that were very different. How were their
homes different? How were the fire departments
different?

The Country Mouse lived far away in the
country. His house was near a small road. There
weren't many houses or people (or mice, either).
He had to walk a long way to get to his nearest
neighbors. There were many trees and bushes in
his neighborhood. Right next to his house was a
farm that grew cotton and corn.

The City Mouse and Country Mouse both
cared about fire safety. How were their homes
alike? How were the fire departments alike?
Is your home and neighborhood more like
the City Mouse's or the Country Mouse's? What
can you do to help your neighborhood?

Although he didn't have many neighbors, the
Country Mouse worked hard to prevent fires. He
had a smoke detector and fire extinguisher, just
Teacher: Use with City Mouse and Country Mouse puppets in Lesson Five, Pages 9-10.
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"City Mouse" and "Country Mouse"

Teacher: Use with Lesson Five, Pages 9-10. Copy, cut out, and mount on craft stick to make puppet. Color and mount on tag board, if desired.
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Student Participation Certificate

This certificate
is presented to
_____________________________
for helping make your home
safe from fires.
Always remember:
Fire safety
is important:
any place, any time
______
Date

Friendly Fire Fighter
Teacher: Use with Lesson Five, Pages 9-10. Fill in student name, and present when the student returns the home inspection form.
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Name _________________________________________________________________________________
POST-TEST
First Grade: Fire Safety: Any Time, Any Place
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Teacher: Use following Lesson Five, Pages 9-10. Duplicate for student use. Use questions on Page 12.
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ANSWER KEY-1
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ANSWER KEY-2
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Student Materials —
Duplicating Masters

Name _________________________________________________________________________________

Will It Burn?
Fire fuel recognition and classification activity sheet

Fuel

Not Fuel

Teacher: Use with Lesson One, Page 6. Duplicate for student use. Student directions: Cut apart pictures at the bottom of the page. Glue under "Fuel" if it will burn or
"Not Fuel" if it will not burn.
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Name __________________________________________________________________________________

"I Am Safe Because ..."
Sentence-Matching Activity Sheet

Example:

I know how to get out alive.

I am safe because

1. The smoke detector

A. one way may be blocked.

2. I crawl under smoke
because

B. yelling "Fire" warns others.

3. I yell "Fire!" because

C. it helps everyone be safe.

4. I know two ways out of
my house because

D. warns about fire and
smoke.

5. I follow fire drill rules at
school because

E. smoke goes up.

Teacher: Use with Lesson Three, Page 8. Duplicate for student use. Student directions: Read the sentence beginnings on the left, then
read the sentence endings on the right. Then draw a line from each beginning to the ending that matches.
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Name _________________________________________________________________________________

Map Grid
Home Escape Plan Activity Sheet

Teacher: Use with Lesson Three, Page 8. Duplicate for student use. Student directions: Draw a map of your home – it doesn't have to be exact. Draw two ways out
from each room.
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Name __________________________________________________________________________________

"Always Calm and Cool"
Matching Activity Sheet

Teacher: Use with Lesson Four, Page 9. Duplicate for student use. Student directions: Look at the pictures of harmful situations on the
left, then look at the possible reactions on the right. Then draw a line from each situation to the reaction that matches.
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Name _________________________________________________________________________________

Homes Are Special
Classification Activity Sheet

Where are these homes?
Circle the buildings
if the sentence tells about a city or a home in the city.
Circle the tree and house
if the sentence tells about the country or a home in the
country.
1. Very close to many other houses.
2. Has a large fire department with many stations.
3. Has many trees and lots of grass, where fire can easily
spread.
4. Far away from other houses.
5. Fire can spread from houses nearby.
6. Has a fire department made up of volunteers (people who
have other jobs)
7. Has wildfires, which can move quickly up hills and from
tree to tree.
Where do you live? Draw a picture of your home. Include things that show whether you live
in the city or the country.

Teacher: Use with Lesson Five, Pages 9-10. Duplicate for student use.
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Name __________________________________________________________________

How Safe Is My Home?
Home Inspection Checklist
Parents/Guardians: Your child has been learning about
fire safety. Please complete this home checklist. Your child will
receive a special certificate when this checklist is returned with
your signature.
FIRE HAZARDS: Check for fire hazards in your home. Correct
any problems NOW.
Kitchen
Matches stored out of reach of children
No overloaded outlets or extension cords
No curtains or towel racks close to the range.
Flammable liquids (cleaning fluids, contact adhesives,
etc.) or aerosols stored away from the range or other
heat source (Remember, a pilot light can set vapors
on fire.)
No attractive or frequently used items stored above
the range where someone could get burned reaching
for them (especially small children in search of
cookies or other goodies)
No worn or frayed appliance or extension cords
Living Room, Family Room, Den, Bedrooms
Store matches and lighters out of reach of children
Use only large ashtrays (small ashtrays are too
dangerous)
Empty ashtrays frequently (when all signs of heat and
burning are gone)
Fireplace kept screened and cleaned regularly.
Worn or frayed extension cords or other electrical
cords.
No extension cords put under rugs or carpets or
looped over nails or other sharp objects that could
cause them to fray
Sufficient air space around TV, stereo and other
electronic equipment to avoid overheating
Heating equipment kept three feet away from
curtains, furniture, and papers
No overloaded outlets or extension cords
Basement, Garage, Storage Areas
No gasoline stored in the house or basement (It
should be stored away from the house in an
outbuilding and only in safety cans that have flame
arresters and pressure-relief valves.)
No oily, greasy rags stored, except when kept in
labeled and sealed non-glass containers (preferably
metal)

No newspapers or other rubbish stored near furnace,
water heater, or other heat source
No flammable liquids stored near workbench or pilot
light and in anything other than labeled, sealed metal
containers (This includes varnish, paint remover, paint
thinner, contact adhesives, cleaning fluids.)
No overloaded outlets or extension cords
All fuses of the correct size
DANGEROUS ACTIONS: Do you allow unsafe habits? These
guidelines may help your family become more safety aware.
Wear close-fitting sleeves while cooking (No loose
sleeves, shirts or skirts that may catch fire.)
Never leaving cooking unattended
Never play with matches or lighters
Never use gasoline to start a fire in the grill or adding
lighter fluid to an already-started fire
No smoking in bed, or in a chair or on the sofa when
tired, drinking or under medication
Never spray aerosols while smoking or near a space
heater, range or other ignition source
No smoking while using a cleaning fluid, a paint
thinner or another flammable liquid
Never use a cigarette lighter after spilling flammable
fluid on the hands or clothing
Never reach over a range or climb onto a range to get
something stored above it
Never lean against a range for warmth or stand too
close to a heater or fireplace
Never let a small child blow out a match
Never use a lighted match, lighter or candle to
illuminate a dark area, such as a closet
SAFETY MEASURES: Do you have these safety items in your
home?
Working smoke detectors on all levels and outside
sleeping areas (each story or wing, basement, etc.)
Have your tested the detector in the last month?
Changed the batteries in the last year?
ABC or ABCD fire extinguisher in the kitchen and
workshop
Emergency exit plan, with two ways out from each
room and a meeting place outdoors
Parent/Guardian
Signature __________________________________

Teacher: Use with Lesson Five, Pages 9-10. Duplicate for student use.
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